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 PS 1 Questions 
 Lab 

 



 Q. Any Questions? 

 



 To solve the Q2.Path distance matrices, … … 
 
 



 Q. How does the dichotomization standard 
seem to affect the measured path 
distances?  

 



 Q. How does the dichotomization standard 
seem to affect the measured path 
distances?  

 
 Let’s see our question in PS1…  



 Q. How does the dichotomization standard 
seem to affect the measured path distances?  
 The lower cut-off for dichotomization => the more 

connections, shorter distances between nodes  
Using dichotomizing BKHAMC 

relation based on “Greater than 
ZERO”  



 Q. How does the dichotomization standard 
seem to affect the measured path distances?  
 The lower cut-off for dichotomization => the more 

connections, shorter distances between nodes  
Using dichotomizing BKHAMC 

relation based on “Greater than 
TWO”  



 Q. How does the dichotomization standard seem to 
affect the measured path distances?  
 The lower cut-off for dichotomization =>  
shorter distances between nodes  & the more connections 

(“compactness) 
 



 Q. How does the symmetrization standard 
seem to affect the measured path distances?  
 The lower cut-off for dichotomization => the more 

connections, shorter distances between nodes  
Using Minimum Symmetrized 

dichotomizing BKHAMC relation 
based on “Greater than TWO”  



 Q. How does the symmetrization standard 
seem to affect the measured path distances?  
 The lower cut-off for dichotomization => the more 

connections, shorter distances between nodes  
Using Maximum Symmetrized 

dichotomizing BKHAMC relation 
based on “Greater than TWO”  



• Q. How does the Symmetrization standard seem to affect 
the measured path distances?  
• Minimum Symmetrization =>  

longer distance between nodes & relatively less connections 

• Maximum Symmetrization =>  

shorter distance between nodes & the more connections 



Last week, we talked about “Various 
measures of centrality” 
 

  
 

Degree Betweenness  Closeness Bonacich 

Con 

-cepts  

Indegree:  

actor's  

attractive-

ness  

Brockerage  

position 

Shortest  

paths 

B> 0 : My friends have many 

connections 

 => increasing my power 

Outdegree:  

actor's 

sociality 

Controlling  

the 

information  

flow 

Ability of my 

indepen-

dence 

B<0 :  My friends have few 

connections  

=> increasing my power 



Q. Bonacich power measure 
A < => B <=> C <=> D <=>E  
 
 

  
 

Transforming 
the data into 

matrix format 

A 

B 

C D 

E 



Q. Bonacich power measure 
A < => B <=> C <=> D <=>E  
 
 

  
 

Transforming 
the data into 

matrix format 

A 

B 

C D 

E 



Q. Bonacich power measure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The largest degree = 2 
So, the range of the value of β: -(1/2) < β < +(1/2) 

A B C D E OUT 
degree 

A 0 1 0 0 0 1 

B 1 0 1 0 0 2 

C 0 1 0 1 0 2 

D 0 0 1 0 1 2 

E 0 0 0 1 0 1 

IN 
degree 

1 2 2 2 1 



Q. Bonacich power measure 
You can choose any positive values, 0<β 
<(1/2)  
Let’s say β =0.2 
 
 
 



Q. Bonacich power measure 
You can choose any positive values, 0<β 
<(1/2)  
Let’s say β =0.2 
 
 
 

It turns out that C is 
most powerful.  

Why is C powerful? 



Q. Bonacich power measure 
You can choose any positive values, 0<β 
<(1/2)  
Let’s say β =0.2 
 
 
 

C is powerful because 
B and D have many 

friends. 



Q. Bonacich power measure 
You can choose any positive values, 0<β 
<(1/2)  
Let’s say β =0.2 
 
 
 

C is powerful because 
B and D have many 

friends. 



Q. Bonacich power measure 
You can choose any positive values, 0<β 
<(1/2)  
Let’s say β =0.2 
 
 
 

C is powerful because 
B and D have many 

friends. Here, when β > 0, 
conceptually, the Bonacich 

power measure captures 
“who has the most active 

friends.”   



Q. Bonacich power measure 
You can choose any negative values, -
(1/2)<β <0 Let’s say β =-0.2 

 
 
 



Q. Bonacich power measure 
You can choose any negative values, -
(1/2)<β <0 Let’s say β =-0.2 

 
 
 

It turns our that B & D 
are most powerful. 

Why are B and D 
powerful? 



Q. Bonacich power measure 
You can choose any negative values, -
(1/2)<β <0 Let’s say β =-0.2 

 
 
 

B and D are powerful 
because A and E are 

so weak to depend on 
B and D, respectively. 



Q. Bonacich power measure 
You can choose any negative values, -
(1/2)<β <0 Let’s say β =-0.2 

 
 
 

B and D are powerful 
because A and E are 

so weak to depend on 
B and D, respectively. 

Here, when β < 0, 
conceptually, the Bonacich 

power measure captures 
“who has the most 

dependent friends.”   



 β = attenuation factor 
 
 
 

 The magnitude of β 
 Controls the influence of distant actors on ego’s 

centrality score 
 High rates of β implies high power of distant actors on 

(your) bonacich power centrality.  
▪ i.e., higher magnitudes imply slower attenuation of distant 

actors’ power on ego  

• Small values of β weight local structure.  
• Larger values weight global structure. 

 

1)(),( 1 RRIC  



 

            1      2 

        Power Normal 

       ------ ------ 

  1 A   6.003    0.641 

  2 B  10.545  1.126 

  3 C  12.006  1.282 

  4 D  10.545  1.126 

  5 E   6.003   0.641 

β = 0.4744635 β = 0.200000 



 

            1      2 

        Power Normal 

       ------ ------ 

  1 A   6.003    0.641 

  2 B  10.545  1.126 

  3 C  12.006  1.282 

  4 D  10.545  1.126 

  5 E   6.003   0.641 

β = 0.4744635 β = 0.200000 

You can notice that the overall power centrality scores 
in left are larger than those  in right side!  

Because the 0.4.. is larger than 0.2 



Beta parameter:                         0.4744635 

Computational method:                   Exact (slow for large networks) 

Bonacich Power 

            1      2 

        Power Normal 

       ------ ------ 

  1 A   6.003  0.641 

  2 B  10.545  1.126 

  3 C  12.006  1.282 

  4 D  10.545  1.126 

  5 E   6.003  0.641 

Beta parameter:                         0.4744635 

Computational method:                   Exact (slow for large networks) 

Bonacich Power 

            1      2 

        Power Normal 

       ------ ------ 

  1 A   6.003  0.641 

  2 B  10.545  1.126 

  3 C  12.006  1.282 

  4 D  10.545  1.126 

  5 E   6.003  0.641 

 

            1      2 

        Power Normal 

       ------ ------ 

  1 A   6.003    0.641 

  2 B  10.545  1.126 

  3 C  12.006  1.282 

  4 D  10.545  1.126 

  5 E   6.003   0.641 

β = 0.4744635 β = 0.200000 

BUT, the rankings of five actors are still consistent even 
if we used different values of beta !!!!  



 β = attenuation factor 
 
 
 

 The sign of β 
 positive sign is used usually in cooperative relations 

 negative sign is used usually in competitive or 
antagonistic relations (Dependence) 

 But, you should be very careful to choose a sign of β 
decay parameter on a non-ad hoc basis 
▪ Your theory or rationale should motivate your choice (Butt) 

 

1)(),( 1 RRIC  



Key points 



 Today, we learn:  

 Why people are interested in cohesive subgroups in society, 
organization, group … … 

▪ Because operating in group set up cognitive, social, and 
normative effects.  

▪ The longer you are in group, the more you are cohesive. 

▪ There is more likely to set a common knowledge & 
standards, and develop heuristics.   

 
 What are GOOD consequences of cohesiveness?  

(e.g., loyalty, solidarity, effective problem solving … …)  

 What are BAD consequences of cohesiveness?   

(e.g., group thinking)  
 
 
 



 Methodologically, we learn:  
 Different approach to define bunch of cohesive subgroups  

 Cliques 

 N-cliques 

 K-plexes 

 K-core 

 
 Q:  If an individual is central, does it mean that he or she is 

integrated into a group?  
 
 
 



 Methodologically, we learn:  
 Different approach to define bunch of cohesive subgroups  

 Cliques 

 N-cliques 

 K-plexes 

 K-core 

 
 Q:  If an individual is central, does it mean that he or she is 

integrated into a group?  
 A: NO!!! Cohesive subgroups are identified based on “dense 

interconnections within sets of individuals.” 
 Here, stickiness (density) between nodes matters!!!   

 
 
 
 



 We learn the Core/Periphery structure. 
 

 Here, we could look at the sociomatrix as being permuted 
structure.  

 Different from cohesive subgroups, we focus on “block model 
patterns”  
 



 This is the idealized Core/Periphery structure 

 Who are in the “core”? What block patterns can you see?  



 In Borgatti and Everett (1999),  

 This is the idealized Core/Periphery structure 

 Who are in the “core”? <1,2,3,4>  

 Who are in “periphery”?  

We can see the 
very specific block 

patterns!! :  
Dense core 

(ONE “1” – block) 



 In Borgatti and Everett (1999),  

 This is the idealized Core/Periphery structure 

 Who are in the “core”? <1,2,3,4>  

 Who are in the “periphery”? <5,6,7,8,9,10> 

We can see the 
very specific block 
patterns!! : Sparse 

periphery 
(ZERO “0” -block) 



 In Borgatti and Everett (1999),  

 This is the idealized Core/Periphery structure 

 What can you see from the core-periphery blocks (blue 
boxes: between <1,2,3,4> and <5,6,7,8,9,10>) ?  



 In Borgatti and Everett (1999),  

 This is the idealized Core/Periphery structure 

 What can you see from the core-periphery blocks (between 
<1,2,3,4> and <5,6,7,8,9,10> ?  

We can see that “core 
dominates sending 

ties to periphery and 
receiving ties from 

periphery.”  
(One “1” blocks 

between core and 
periphery) 



 We see idealized core/periphery structure  
 But, actually observed structure is not perfectly same as the 

idealized core/periphery structure.   

Ideal Core/periphery Actual Core/periphery 



 We see the idealized core/periphery structure.  
 But, actually observed structure is not perfectly same as the 

idealized core/periphery structure.   

Ideal Core/periphery Actual Core/periphery 

But, still, you can see  
Specific block patterns:  
• Very dense core 
• Very sparse periphery 
• Some degree of 
communication between 
core and periphery 



 This is another example.  
 We can see that the actually observed structure is not perfectly 

same as the idealized core/periphery structure.   

Ideal Core/periphery Actual Core/periphery 



 But, still, you can see the specific block patterns:  

Ideal Core/periphery Actual Core/periphery 

• Red box:  
Very dense core 
• Yellow box:  
Very sparse periphery 
• Blue boxes:  
Some degree of 
communication between 
core and periphery 



 So, to detect the core/periphery structure in empirical data, we 
learn different partitioning algorithms and density measures of 
fit (Borgatti and Everett ,1999). 
 

 His idea is to compare the correlation between the actual data’s 
core/periphery structure and the idealized core/periphery 
structure.  
 

 Let’s go back to the previous example.  



 These are actually observed structure and the idealized 
core/periphery structure.   

 Borgatti and Everett developed various algorithms to see “how 
similar they are” 
 

Ideal Core/periphery Actual Core/periphery 



 “how perfectly our data conform to the idealized structure.” 
 So, you can develop you network hypothesis, such as  

“H: There is core/periphery structure in your research data.”  
 Then, to test this H, see the correlation between your data 

structure and ideal core/periphery structure  
 

Ideal Core/periphery Actual Core/periphery 



 Also, from core/periphery structure, we learn the measure of 
“coreness” of each node.  
 

 Q: Here, if coreness is a kind of “centrality measures”,  

 What are differences between “coreness” and “centrality” ?  



 Think about a core/periphery structure situation again.  



 Think about a core/periphery structure situation  

These are core (members)  
(i.e., high coreness scores). 

They stick together 
(stickiness!).  

Also, all they have high 
centrality values. 

 

HOWEVER, the converse is not 
true!! 



 Think about a core/periphery structure situation  

That is, even if a node is 
central in terms of 

centrality measure, this 
node might not be a 

member of core.  



 Q: What is the difference between core/periphery structure and 
cohesive subgroups?  



 They have different approach to find “stickiness” within the 
network. 

 Cohesive subgroups are identified by focusing on how 
individual is embedded in the structure of groups within a 
network (bottom-up approach).  
 



 Core/periphery structure suggests a model of the pattern of ties 
in network as a whole (top-down approach). 

 Imagine the situation where you see the structure of the world 
from the sky 

 So, from the sky,  
You can see the  
specific block patterns 
: very dense core (1-block),  
Very sparse periphery (0- block),  
Some degree of  
Communication between  
Core and periphery  
 

 



Lec. 5: Centrality  

Centralization  

•Degree centrality 
•Indegree 
•outdegree 

•Betweenness centrality 
•Closeness centrality 
•Bonacich centrality   

•Positive beta 
•Negative beta 

•Across networks 

Lec. 6: Cohesive subgroups  

•Bottom-up clustering approach 
•Cliques 
•N-clique 
•K-plexes 
•K-core 

Core/Periphery structures 

•Top-down approach 
•Specific block patterns 

•Very dense core 
•Very sparse periphery 
•Some degree of density 
between core & periphery 

 

Power & Dependence dynamics Group dynamics 



Spring 2013 



 We learned cohesive subgroups ….  

 So, the question is finding “clustered groups” within 
the network! 

  

 In UCINET,  

 Several techniques to detect them  

▪ Network> Subgroups> Cliques, N-cilques, K-plex.. 

▪ Network> Core/Periphery  

▪ Network> Regions> K-Core 

▪ Tools> Cluster Analysis> Johnson’s Hierarchical Clustering 

 

 

 



 For the clustering analysis,  

 We will use “Hierarchical clustering example” by 
Professor Borgatti (UCIENT creator) 

 

 Please download the dataset from  
www.albany.edu/faculty/kretheme/ClusteringE

xamples.zip 
 You can see BorgattiClusterEX.##D and ##H 

files  
 

 

http://www.albany.edu/faculty/kretheme/ClusteringExamples.zip
http://www.albany.edu/faculty/kretheme/ClusteringExamples.zip


 If open the data in UCINET 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Data  includes: how 9 major US cities ( Boston, NY, DC, 
Miami, Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, LA, & Denver) are 
geographically interconnected  
 By measuring distances in miles between them 



 If open the data in UCINET 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Data  includes: how 9 major US cities ( Boston, NY, DC, 
Miami, Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, LA, & Denver) are 
geographically interconnected  
 By measuring distances in miles between them 

Tonight, we’ll think about how these 9 cities are 
clustered in terms of inter-city distances!!! 

Using clustering analysis  







Input 
dataset: 

BorgattiCl
usterEx.#

#h 



 

Should 
check Data 

and 
parameters 

options 



•If you choose “similarities”,  
node i and j are clustered together when X(i,j) is 
large (i.e., they have high correlation between 
them).   
•e.g., ‘like’ networks measured by 5pt-likert scale 



•If you choose “Dissimilarities”,  
node i and j are clustered together when X(i,j) is 
small  
•E.g., friends’ network measured by geographic 
distance ; small value between nodes  



If you click method button, you can 
see thee options.  

Here, we will focus on the first three 
options… … 



1. Single-link clustering: considering the distance 
between one cluster and another cluster be equal to 
the shortest from any member of one cluster to any 

member of the other cluster 



2. Complete-link clustering: considering the distance 
between one cluster and another cluster be equal to 
the longest from any member of one cluster to any 

member of the other cluster 



3. WTD-average link clustering: considering the 
distance between one cluster and another cluster be 

equal to the average from any member of one cluster to 
any member of the other cluster 



Here, we 
will choose 

“Dissimilarit
ies” and 

“Single link” 





•Boston and NY are 
clustered at 

distance level 206 
• Within the 206 

miles, Boston and 
NY can be 
clustered! 

 
Let’s open the raw 

data here 





Then, Boston, NY, 
and DC 

 are clustered at 
level 233 (which is 
greater than 206) 

 
Let’s open the raw 

data here 



Then, DC are included in the 
cluster of Boston and NY.  
As we chose the “single-

link”, the shorter distance 
between NY and DC (i.e., 

233) is considered even if the 
distance between BOS and 

DC is 429. 
 



Then, Boston, NY, 
and DS are 

clustered at level 
379. There is 

another cluster 
between SF and 

LA. 
 

Let’s open the raw 
data here 





Keep going on … 
these cities are 

clustered based on 
the shortest 

distance between 
cities.  

 
But, we also pay 
attention to the 

singleton.  
Here, Miami is 

totally different 
from the other 

cities.  







•Basic idea from this example is that “Geographic” 
network can be divided into subgroups based on 
distance proximity. 
• We can also apply this idea into “Social” network to 
examine subgroups within a social network.  



 Let’s use “social network” data  
 Within the downloaded dataset (from  
www.albany.edu/faculty/kretheme/ClusteringE

xamples.zip),  
You can see “ClassDataF06.##h” 

 
 This is PAD637 social network class data in 

2006 
 This time, we will use clique option …  

 

http://www.albany.edu/faculty/kretheme/ClusteringExamples.zip
http://www.albany.edu/faculty/kretheme/ClusteringExamples.zip




Output 
area 

Default value: 
“my cohesive 
subgroups at 
least have 3 
members”  



Input 
dataset: 

ClassDataF0
6.##h 





Output1:  

Clique 

Participation 

Scores:  

Prop. of clique 

members that each 

node is adjacent to 

Row= 

Identified 

Cliques 

Column=all 

members 

within the 

network 



Output1:  

Clique 

Participation 

Scores:  

Prop. of clique 

members that each 

node is adjacent to 

Q: What do these 

numbers mean? 

 

 



Output1:  

Clique 

Participation 

Scores:  

Prop. of clique 

members that each 

node is adjacent to 

A: “How each 

member is close 

to the members of 

each clique 

(probability)” 

 

Let’s see Russell  

 

 



Russell is 0.857 

adjacent to the 

members of  

clique 3.  

 

He is 1.000 

adjacent to the 

members of  

clique 1 and 2. 

So, he is members 

of clique 1 and 

2. 

  

 

 





Q: Here, based on 

this output, 

which cliques 

does Karl belong 

to?   





Output2: Actor-by-Actor Clique Co-Membership 

Matrix 



Output2: Actor-by-Actor Clique Co-Membership 

Matrix 

Q: What do these 

numbers mean? 



Output2: Actor-by-Actor Clique Co-Membership 

Matrix 

A: It implies 

“how many co-

membership each 

pair of actors 

has.”  

 

For example, see 

Russell…  



Output2: Actor-by-Actor Clique Co-Membership 

Matrix 

Russell has 1 co-membership with Karyn. 

But, Russell has 0 co-membership with William. 

 



Output2: Actor-by-Actor Clique Co-Membership 

Matrix 

 

Then, what does it mean? Russell has 2 co-

membership with Russell??    



Output2: Actor-by-Actor Clique Co-Membership 

Matrix 

Here, it shows that Russell belongs to 2 

cliques(i.e., clique 1 and 2).  

So, the prime diagonal means “ how many 

cliques do you belong to” 

 



Output2: Actor-by-Actor Clique Co-Membership 

Matrix 

So, the prime 

diagonal means “ 

how many cliques 

does each node 

belong to” 

 



Output3: IERARCHICAL CLUSTERING OF OVERLAP MATRIX 



Output3: IERARCHICAL CLUSTERING OF OVERLAP MATRIX 

It suggest “How many 

clique memberships 

actors have in 

common.” 

 



Output3: IERARCHICAL CLUSTERING OF OVERLAP MATRIX 

•Russell and Dongchul have 

2 clique memberships in 

common. 

•Also, Karyn, Jea Jin, 

Jordan, HyunHee, and Karl 

have 2 clique memberships 

in common 



•Russell and Dongchul have 2 clique 

memberships in common. 

•Also, Karyn, Jea Jin, Jordan, 

HyunHee, and Karl have 2 clique 

memberships in common. 



Output: Clique by clique 

Pretty clear… … 

Clique 1 and 3 have 6 

members in common 

 

 


